
ABC USA has been using QuickBooks as its primary accounting system since its establishment. As the speed
of digitalization in the world accelerated, ABC USA’s business expanded rapidly. As a result, it became too
challenging for QuickBooks to satisfy ABC USA’s various requirements, including compliance, so a new ERP
system was needed. After much deliberation, the company decided that Dynamics 365 was the solution that
best suited the operations and decided to go ahead with the digital transformation of the Microsoft solution.

ABC USA had a history of acquisitions and mergers leading up to its current organizational structure. The
company faced the challenge of having too many internal systems. Their main systems included QuickBooks,
salesforce.com (for service operations), Bloomberg (fixed asset assessment), Paylocity (payroll
management), and Expensify (expense reimbursement). Each of these systems existed independently from
each other without linkage. Therefore, ABC USA’s project goal was to “improve the operational efficiency of
system operations centering around Dynamics 365, and reduce the costs of various management systems
and operations.” A major issue in the project was streamlining the internal system and integrating data.
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ABC USA, Inc. (ABC USA) is a data analytics company specializing in natural language processing. The company

supports information analytics using independently developed artificial intelligence (AI). The company is mainly

engaged in legal-tech businesses such as “e-discovery (electronic evidence disclosure)” and “digital forensic

investigation,” which are services that maintain, investigate, and analyze electronic data evidence needed in

international lawsuits.

In addition, the company uses the AI technology cultivated in its legal-tech business to expand to fields such as finance,

intellectual property, human resources, and medical fields. By detecting meaningful and important data from a vast

amount of text data, the services aim to reduce the workload and improve the efficiency of operations.

 * eDiscovery refers to the disclosure of evidence in legal proceedings, such as lawsuits, government investigations,

and Freedom of Information Act requests, where the information sought is in electronic form.

Company Information：
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Project Title:   Development of Microsoft Dynamics, additional module adopted, strengthening user support

 Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance and SCM (Operations)

Accounting (general ledger, accounts receivable management, accounts payable management, major client

management, fixed asset management, bank data management)

Supply Chain (order and order management, only for interface)

Solution / Module:  

Archive high operational efficiency and improve data integration through systems and automation.

Establishing a strong accounting foundation and improving accounting businesses processes.

Project Goals and Objectives: 
 

Strong Dependency on Individuals: Work and operations were strongly dependent on individuals rather than the

system. Furthermore, each individual was extremely busy. As a result, (before Calsoft became involved) there was

insufficient understanding of Dynamics 365 functions and system improvement initiatives.

Complex Data Integration: There were more than ten interfaces between internal and external systems (inter-system

connections), so it was very difficult to optimize the entire core system from a comprehensive perspective. In addition,

it was difficult to get appropriate advice from the previous Dynamics partner.

Numerous Systems: ABC USA had undergone three mergers and acquisitions and had numerous internal and

external systems (more than 20), so it was very inefficient.

Lack of Partner Support: After initial installation, the previous partner did not provide the kind of daily system support

that was hoped for.

Project Situation and Challenges:

Abundant experience installing to Japanese companies that expanded to the U.S.

Speedy, high level of business understanding and proposals.

Abundant knowledge of Dynamics 365 and accounting.

100% success rate in rebuilding projects after changing a partner.

Why Calsoft was selected: (from the project manager): 

Initially, ABC USA did not choose CALSOFT SYSTEMS (Calsoft) but another company for its Dynamics 365

introduction partner. The reason was that to complete the initial installation in a short period, they did not want a first-

time partner but a vendor with a past track record already doing inspections and transactions with them. While the

minimum initial installation was completed shortly, after that, ABC USA’s aforementioned initial setting goals,

improvement of the system and operational efficiency, and improvement of operations system support which were

starting to be problems in the operation stage, all required them to find another partner.

ABC USA needed a partner that had a deep understanding of their business and could provide day-to-day support and

accurate advice/solutions for the needs of their system users and administrators. As a result, Calsoft was newly selected

as a service partner that satisfied these needs. projects after changing a partner.

Partner Selection Process
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Support related costs were reduced by 35% due to reasonable support fees of Calsoft.

Significant improvement of accounting operations and establishment of a strong internal control system foundation.

Enhanced system support structure (high-quality user training and system operations support) 

Improve processes and visibility of banking-related functions (such as bank statement management, positive pay, and

ACH).

Establishment of a secure credit management process.

IInstallation Effects and Advantages:

TESTIMONIALS

Calsoft was dedicated to supporting us from the beginning of the project to the end. In the

course of the project, they directly interviewed more than ten users regarding current

usage conditions and requests for improvement, and they were very supportive of us. At

the same time, they provided speedy and high-quality service and consulting in various

aspects such as system design, operation design, and user education. We cannot imagine

doing our current operations without them.

 - ABC Headquarters, IT Director
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The project managers from Japanese ABC headquarters and Calsoft implemented comprehensive project management

(execution of tasks according to schedule, and consistent communication through regular status meetings, etc.).

Both ABC USA and Calsoft project teams defined the scope of responsibility for the project clearly and adhered to them.

Key to Project Success: 

Vendor Change Results and Achievements:

Calsoft is a Microsoft (U.S) certified Gold Partner of Dynamics 365 ERP. The company had provided specialized ERP-

related services to companies in the same field as ABC USA and other diverse industries. The Calsoft team first

proposed an overall plan and solution based on the requirements and analysis, and definitions. Soon after that, we

conducted training to make use of ERP functions, implemented and enhanced the approval workflow within Dynamics

365, and linked data between systems (such as linking invoice data from other systems) which was one of the biggest

needs. With regards to support, ABC USA was instantly able to get much higher quality system support compared to

before. Up to now, ABC USA has continuously improved the functions of Dynamics 365 to match the operation

systemization that has been problems and also matching the actual operation structure. As a result, the operation

efficiency and data accuracy greatly improved. Certain achievements like cutting the time required for the monthly

closing process by half were made. Furthermore, the company works with Calsoft to take on improvement projects

continuously, such as integrating data with Wells Fargo Bank and transferring the fixed asset management system to

Dynamics 365.


